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a b s t r a c t

This article presents a dataset collected from the subterranean (SubT) environment with a current
state-of-the-art sensors required for autonomous navigation. The dataset includes sensor measure-
ments collected with RGB, RGB-D, event-based and thermal cameras, 2D and 3D lidars, inertial
measurement unit (IMU), and ultra wideband (UWB) positioning systems which are mounted on
the mobile robot. The overall sensor setup will be referred further in the article as a data collection
platform. The dataset contains synchronized raw data measurements from all the sensors in the robot
operating system (ROS) message format and video feeds collected with action and 360 cameras. A
detailed description of the sensors embedded into the data collection platform and a data collection
process are introduced. The collected dataset is aimed for evaluating navigation, localization and
mapping algorithms in SubT environments. This article is accompanied with the public release of all
collected datasets from the SubT environment. Link: Dataset

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Robots, operating in subterranean (SubT) environments, should
e able to cope with harsh environmental conditions to suc-
essfully complete their mission [1,2]. Usually, this type of an
nvironment has poor illumination conditions, unconditioned
arrow passages and crossing paths, dirt, high humidity, and
ust [3]. Fig. 1 illustrates an example of an underground tunnel
n Sweden to indicate the low illumination levels, as well as the
neven wall surfaces. In order to achieve successful mission with
obots, there is a need to evaluate different sensor suites in SubT
nvironments.
Subterranean environment navigation gained a lot of atten-

ion with the announcement of the SubT Challenge [4,5]. The
ain goal of this competition is to foster technological break-

hroughs in mapping, navigation and exploration approaches for
nabling autonomous robot operations in harsh subterranean
nvironments like human-made tunnels, urban undergrounds,
nd natural caves. The competing teams in the DARPA SubT
hallenge [1,6–11] were tackling robotic challenges in the under-
round domain, with an outstanding push of their autonomy lev-
ls. Teams in the final competition deployed autonomous ground
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and aerial robotic platforms designated to identify and localize
artefacts on the explored map. For that, they developed both
hardware and software solutions addressing capabilities related
to multi-modal perception, path planning, reactive navigation,
determining terrain traversability under degrading sensing in
dark areas, self-similar environments, and extreme terrains. To
tackle these challenges and motivate the development of new
robotic capabilities there is a constant need for versatile datasets
from SubT environments with various system modalities that
include both state-of-the-art and novel sensors.

Until now and to the best of the authors knowledge, there are
two datasets from mining environments that contain measure-
ments from multiple sensors. One is from Chilean underground
mine [12]. However, its sensor set is limited to stereo camera, 3D
lidar and 2D radar. Another published dataset is from Kvarntorp
mine [13], in which sensor configuration is limited to a 3D lidar.
Moreover, recently, the teams that participated in the DARPA
SubT Challenge have publicly released datasets for the evaluation
of perception and SLAM algorithms in harsh SubT environments,
such as the OIVIO dataset [14] which provides stereo camera and
vertical reference sensor data, the Tunnel-Circuit dataset [15] pro-
viding data from 3D lidar, IMU and omnidirectional camera, the
Robotic Interestingness dataset [16] which includes data from 3D
lidar and camera, as well as the SubT Reference Dataset [17,18]
provides data from the tunnel and urban circuits while more
specifically including 3D lidars, IMU, thermal and stereo cam-
era sensors. In [19] there is also a collection of data resources
from underground environments including tunnel circuit. How-
ever, none of the upper-mentioned datasets is including data
rticle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. Sample data output from the Luleå underground tunnel, collected with the Intel RealSense D455 camera — first row. In the second row are shown data
outputs from an Intel RealSense T265, a thermal camera FLIR Boson 640, a Prophesse event camera and a 3D lidar Velodyne Puck Lite.
u
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from event trigger camera. So, there is a need of introducing
a dataset with multiple visual and ranging sensors, as well as
with event trigger camera that can be used for the development
and evaluation of navigation and mapping algorithms that will
enable autonomous robots’ operations in SubT environments.
Worth noting that all SubT-based datasets except OIVIO [14] are
released in ROS bag format,1 while, the authors of the OIVIO
ataset provide scripts to convert the data into the ROS bag
ormat. Thus, in this study, the introduced dataset has ROS bag
ormat, which makes it consistent with the released datasets from
he DARPA SubT Challenge.

This article presents the dataset collected from Luleå Sweden
nderground tunnel with 9 sensors compatible with the robot op-
rating system (ROS), including inertial measurement unit (IMU),
ltra wideband (UWB), 2D and 3D lidars, thermal, stereo, depth,
nd event cameras, which were assembled in the data collection
latform and mounted on the Pioneer 3-AT robot as depicted
n Fig. 2(b). The main aim and merit of this work is to provide
nd support the robotics community with a variety of sensor
ata in limited to public SubT areas, towards the deployment of
obotic systems in challenging underground environments. The
ensor suite for the dataset collection is designed to capture a
ig spectrum of data types, including both conventional sensors
ike RGB and depth cameras, as well as novel sensors, like event
ameras, for the first time ever, to allow further developments
nd bench-marking of related algorithms. All sensor measure-
ents are stored and serialized in a standard ROS bag file format.
tructurally, the dataset is divided into 3 parts for 3 sensors’ sets
uring which the data were recorded with manually controlled
obot. Each dataset part contains bag files storing measurements
rom individual sensors set. Additionally, the dataset includes
ideo feed data from action and 360 cameras.
The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 de-

cribes the sensors used for data collection and robotic platform,
hile Section 3 introduces the SubT area description. Finally, Sec-
ion 4 provides details about the data format, collection process
nd usage.

. Data collection platform

This Section will introduce the mobile robot and sensors em-
edded in the data collection platform.
The Pioneer 3-AT2 was used for collecting the dataset. It is a

four wheel drive robot capable of carrying nearly 30 kg of payload

1 http://wiki.ros.org/rosbag
2 https://www.generationrobots.com/media/Pioneer3AT-P3AT-RevA-
atasheet.pdf
2

and climb a 60% grade. The data collection platform incorporates
sensor tower consisting of a 3D lidar, 2D lidar, UWB node, RGB,
RGB-D, event, thermal, action and 360 cameras, all placed in the
front part of its upper deck. The onboard Intel NUC computer
with batteries for powering the data collection platform were
respectively placed in the middle and in the back of the upper
deck. To provide an unobstructed view on the environment all
sensors were mounted as a column structure and visual sensors
were mounted in a front looking position with separate LED
light bars Lustreon DV12V 10 W with dimensions 170 × 15 mm
pointing towards the field of view of each camera. The sensor
placement on the Pioneer 3-AT is depicted in Fig. 2(a), while all
sensors specifications are summarized in Table 2. Prior to the
dataset collection, all the sensors were staying for 20 min in the
tunnel environment. This time is required for the internal thermal
camera’s processing engine to perform re-calibration in order to
produce optimal image quality.

2.1. Vision sensors

This subsection introduces sensors that can be equipped on
ground robots and unmanned aerial vehicles, with typical appli-
cation areas to include collision avoidance, 3D scanning, volumet-
ric measurements, position estimation, simultaneous localization
and mapping (SLAM), thermal imaging etc.

For collecting RGB images and evaluating the visual odometry
methods, the Intel RealSense T2653 has been selected. This is a
lightweight sensor with low power consumption that includes
two fisheye lens sensors with resolution 848 × 800 pixels, an IMU
with sample rate of 0.005 sec and a vision processing unit (VPU).

The RealSense D4554 depth camera has an IMU with a sample
rate of 0.005 sec, a RGB camera with 1280 × 800 at 30 fps and
a depth camera with an IR projector to collect the depth data up
to 1280 × 720 pixels.

Prophesse EVALUATION KIT — Gen3M VGA-CD 1.1 is an event
trigger camera that provides up to 5 KHz asynchronous pixel vise
events, a high dynamic range, and enables to capture events with
low illumination of 0.08 lx and has a resolution of 640 × 480
pixels. The camera intrinsic calibrations were preformed with the
Prophesses calibration tool,5 while in Table 1 the event camera
tilized biases were shown.
The FLIR Boson 640 longwave infrared (LWIR) professional

rade thermographic camera senses infrared radiation, which
akes it suitable for low light environments. It is equipped with

3 https://www.intelrealsense.com/tracking-camera-t265/
4 https://www.intelrealsense.com/depth-camera-d455/
5 https://docs.prophesee.ai/stable/metavision_sdk/

http://wiki.ros.org/rosbag
https://www.generationrobots.com/media/Pioneer3AT-P3AT-RevA-datasheet.pdf
https://www.generationrobots.com/media/Pioneer3AT-P3AT-RevA-datasheet.pdf
https://www.intelrealsense.com/tracking-camera-t265/
https://www.intelrealsense.com/depth-camera-d455/
https://docs.prophesee.ai/stable/metavision_sdk/
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Fig. 2. Data collection platform.
Table 1
Event camera bias used during data collection.
bias_refr 1800
bias_hpf 2600
bias_diff_off 220
bias_diff_on 460
bias_diff 300
bias_fo 1670
bias_pr 1500

4.9 mm lens and has a resolution of 640 × 512 pixels, a frame
ate of 60 Hz and a thermal sensitivity of < 50 mK.

Furthermore, the action camera GoPro Hero7 Black camera is
used, which provides videos of 3840 × 2160 pixels with 60 fps.

The Insta 360 EVO camera is capable to provide omnidirec-
tional videos with resolution up to 5760 × 2880 at 30 fps and
images with a resolution of 6080 × 3040.

2.2. Infrared ranging sensors

This subsection introduces the 2D lidar and 3D lidar sensors
mostly targeting indoor environments with poor illumination
conditions, with typical robotic application areas to primarily
focus on collision avoidance, SLAM, 3D reconstruction, etc.

RPLIDAR A2 is a 360 degree omnidirectional 2D lidar, which
provides 16000 samples per second, with the maximum range of
25 m.

RPLIDAR S1 is a 360 degree omnidirectional 2D lidar that
provides 9200 samples per second, with a maximum range of
40 m.

Velodyne Puck Lite has been designed for applications that
demand a lower weight, while it provides a 100 m range with
360 degree × 30 degree horizontal and vertical field of view. The
full 360-degree environmental view is an ideal capacity to deliver
accurate real-time 3D data in multiple robotic applications.

2.3. Inertial measurement unit

IMUs are the main core of the localization for robotic applica-
tions in a variety of applications, from under-water, to ground,
aerial and space robotics. Their orientation, linear and angu-
lar accelerations are fundamental for most of the data fusion
methods.

VectorNav VN-100 is a small size IMU unit with the weight
of 15 g, which provides 3-axis accelerometers, gyros, and mag-

netometers, and barometric pressure. Furthermore, the VN-100

3

provides up to 400 Hz rate filtered data, and RMS of 0.5◦ and
2.0◦ for heading (magnetic) and pitch/role measurements. For
the installation of the Vecton Nav, damping vibration dampers
should be used to reduce the frame vibration affect on the IMU
measurements.

2.4. UWB ranging sensor

Ultra wideband (UWB) is a short-range radio technology which
can be used for distance measurements. In this study UWB system
is used to provide additional measurement source (ground truth)
for robot position estimation. The positioning is acquired with the
help of at least three nodes (trilateration) positioned strategically
as anchors to localize the robot in 3D space. The accuracy of
the relative position between the anchors directly affects the
accuracy of the robot localization. These positions need to be en-
tered in the software provided by the manufacturer to configure
the anchors since the technology used to localize the object is
based on the time of flight (ToF) method. The hardware UWB
nodes used in the dataset were the Decawave MDEK1001, which
additionally incorporate a 3-axis accelerometer. The UWB node
has size of 19.1 mm×26.2 mm×2.6 mm and uses a 6.8 Mbps data
rate IEEE802.15.4-2011 UWB compliant communication protocol.
The Decawave MDEK1001 positioning system has an accuracy of
less than 10 cm [20] provided that the accuracy of the placement
of the anchors is within a few centimeters.

3. Field test description

The dataset was collected from an underground tunnel in
Luleå, Sweden. This is a challenging environment for SLAM algo-
rithms in terms of lightning conditions, dust particles and high
humidity. Fig. 1 represents the images from tunnel’s different
locations. Its map, that was generated from the 3D lidar mea-
surements is shown in Fig. 3. The dataset was recorded in three
incremental batches for three sensors’ sets, while Pioneer velocity
was set to 1 m/s. During the experiment, the operator keeps the
platform in middle of the tunnel to have approximately same
distance between the two walls. Starting the traverse in point
A and finishing it in point B, with further continuation through
the roundabout to point C and completing the traverse at point
D. A detailed description of each location and related sensor
measurements are summarized in Table 3.

Obtaining the ground truth in harsh SubT environments is a
challenging task. For this purpose, in the tunnel area C, it was
deployed an UWB positioning system, which consists of four UWB
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Table 2
Specification of all the sensors in the data collection platform.
Sensor Field of view, Dimensions, Weight,

[degrees] WxHxD, [mm] [gram]

Vectornav VN-100 – 36 × 33 × 9 15

Rplidar A2 360◦ , horizontal plane 190

Rplidar S1 360◦ , horizontal plane 55.5 × 55.5 × 51 105

Velodyne Puck Lite 360◦
× 30◦ 590

horizontal ×vertical FOV

FLIR Boson 640 95◦ (HFOV) 4.9 mm 21 × 21 × 11 140
(without lens)

Intel RealSense T265 Two Fisheye lenses with 108 × 24.5 × 12.5 55
combined 163±5◦ FOV

Intel RealSense D455 Depth Field of View (FOV): 124 × 29 × 26 103
86◦

× 57◦ (±3◦)
RGB sensor FOV (H ×V):
86 × 57◦ (±3)

Prophesse event Diagonal FOV: 70 60 × 50 × 78 140
trigger camera

Decawave MDEK1001 – 19.1 × 26.2 × 2.6 41

Insta 360 EVO Spherical 50.3 × 49 × 52.54 113

GoPro Hero 7 Horizontal FOV 94.4 62 × 28 × 4.5 92.4
Vertical FOV 122.6
Fig. 3. A top view of the map generated from the 3D lidar scans from the field test environment. Dashed line represents the traverse from point A to B, solid line
represents the traverse from point B through the roundabout to point C and dash-dotted line shows the traverse from point C to D.
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anchors and allows to estimate the robot position in the world
frame w. The UWB setup is depicted in Fig. 4. During the data
collection process was used UWB configuration with four anchors
and one tag. For obtaining positioning information with up to
10 cm accuracy, the anchors were first placed in the tunnel within
the line-of-sight, secondly their positions were measured to cm
accuracy and entered in the Decawave software.

4. Data format and synchronization

In this Section the dataset format, notations and calibration
arameters are introduced.

.1. Conventions and notations

In the data collection platform, all sensor are mechanically
ttached and the whole structure is assumed to have a rigid body.
ensors’ reference frames are depicted in Fig. 2(a). In it, the IMU
rame is set as a base frame b. Its x-axis is aligned with robot
4

forward direction, y-axis is pointing right and z-axis is pointing
down. All other sensors are fixed by a mechanical design and their
translations p = [x, y, z] and rotations r = [φ, θ, ψ] are defined
and aligned with respect to the IMU frame. The φ, θ, ψ are Euler
ngles and define roll, pitch and yaw respectfully. The precise
ummary of sensors’ frames definitions is shown in Table 4,
dditionally the sensor suite setup6 is provided in unified robot
escription format (URDF).
It shoulfd be also noted that all the sensorial measurements

re represented in the international system of units, while the
imestamps are in the Unix time format.

.2. Data format

The dataset contains data stored in ROS bag7 files and video
eed formats from three consecutive tunnel locations, and each

6 Sensor_suite.urdf.xacro
7 http://wiki.ros.org/Bags

https://ltuse-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/anton_koval_ltu_se/EV8Wj-Q8IrFFg-gwKbycLfQBM-ODgIZ3dRY_HCVSW5pdcQ?e=JKfpKF
http://wiki.ros.org/Bags
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Table 3
Data description.
Data Location Notes
sequence (Fig. 3)

Sensor set 1: Puck Lite and VN-100

00S - 112S A - B This is a start file of the dataset and data batch. In
it, the robot is facing towards B location. The tunnel
area is pitch black and contains moisture on walls
and ground.

00S - 186S B - C The robot is facing towards the distant entrance of
the roundabout. The tunnel area is dark and has
illumination from 90S.

00S - 128S C - D The robot is facing forward towards D location. The
tunnel area is pitch black. The data batch ends when
robot reaches location.

Sensor set 2: Puck Lite, A2, S1, RealSense T265,
Boson 640, Event trigger camera, MDEK1001 and VN-100

00S - 109S A - B This is a start file of the data batch. In it, the robot
is facing towards B location. The tunnel area is pitch
black and contains moisture on walls and ground.
UWB information is not available.

00S - 181S B - C The robot is facing towards the distant entrance of
the roundabout. The tunnel area is dark and has
illumination from 85S. UWB information is available
between 0S and 30S and from 160S

00S - 84S C - D The robot is facing forward towards D location. The
tunnel area is pitch black. UWB information is
available up to 25S. The data batch ends when robot
reaches location D.

Sensor set 3: A2, S1, RealSense D455 and T265,
Boson 640, Event trigger camera and VN-100

00S - 107S A - Ba This is a start file of the dataset and data batch. In
it, the robot is facing towards B location. The tunnel
area is pitch black and contains moisture on walls
and ground.

00S - 180S B - Ca The robot is facing towards the distant entrance of
the roundabout. The tunnel area is dark and has
illumination from 84S.

00S - 75S C - Da The robot is facing forward towards D location. The
tunnel area is pitch black. The data batch and
dataset end when robot reaches location D.

aD455 provides data measurements with RGB, infrared and depth cameras, while T265 provides data measurements
from a single fisheye camera. Their data descriptions are presented in Section 4.
Fig. 4. The UWB positioning system deployed in the location C of the underground tunnel. Subscript w — represents the world frame, while the superscript
i = [1, 2, 3, 4] — represents UWB anchor number.
5
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Table 4
Static transformation frames for each sensor in data collection platform.
Sensor Frame defined Translation, Rotations

in ROS (roll, pith, yaw)
[meters] [rad]

Vectornav VN-100a base_link pb = [0.00 0.00 0.00], rb = [3.14 0.00 0.00]

Rplidar A2b laserA2 pb,1
1 = [0.00 0.00 0.09], rb,1 = [0.00 0.00 3.14]

Rplidar S1b laserS1 pb,2
2 = [0.00 0.00 0.17], rb,2 = [0.00 0.00 3.14]

Velodyne Puck Litec velodyne pb,3
3 = [0.00 0.00 0.28], rb,3 = [0.00 0.00 0.00]

FLIR Boson 640b boson_camera pb,4
4 = [0.00 −0.16 0.02], rb,4 = [0.00 0.00 0.00]

Intel RealSense T265b T265_link pb,5
5 = [0.07 0.00 0.22], rb,5 = [0.00 0.00 0.00]

Intel RealSense D455d D455_link pb,6
6 = [0.08 −0.05 0.13], rb,6 = [0.00 0.00 0.00]

Prophesse event trigger camerab Prophesee Camera
_optical_frame

pb,7
7 = [0.01 0.16 0.01], rb,7 = [0.00 0.00 0.00]

Decawave MDEK1001e Decawave pb,8
8 = [-0.08 0.00 0.35], rb,8 = [0.00 0.00 3.14]

Insta 360 EVO – pb,9
9 = [0.00 0.00 −0.38], rb,9 = [0.00 0.00 0.00]

GoPro Hero 7 – pb,10
10 = [0.09 0.00 0.02], rb,10 = [0.00 0.00 0.00]

aSensor set 1, 2 and 3.
bSensor set 2 and 3.
cSensor set 1 and 2.
dSensor set 3.
eSensor set 2.
,

location contains measurements from multiple sensors as it is
shown in Table 3. This file format is used for storing, processing,
analysing and visualizing ROS message data, such as text, images,
positions, orientations, etc, that are published by sensors through
ROS topics.8 Measurements from each sensor are grouped under
the related topic9 and namespace, such that a generic message
tructure can be represented as

dataset_id

sensor_id_1

data

sensor_id_2

data

sensor_id_N

data

sensors_tf

clock
where N corresponds to the number of sensors, while the time

synchronization of all sensors measurements within a bag file is
established using timestamps and the /clock topic.10

Each sensor topic in bag file has a following structure with a
orresponding timestamp:

sensor_id

header_length

header_data

data_length

data
The dataset root folder contains folders named as Sensor_set_id

where id = [1, 2, 3] represents the correspondent sensors set.

8 http://wiki.ros.org/rostopic
9 http://wiki.ros.org/Topics

10 http://wiki.ros.org/Clock
6

Each sensor folder contains sub-folders with bag files for each
location as defined in Table 3. ROS bag files are named as follows:
sensor_set_id_timestamp. The video feed files are placed in the
dataset root folder named Videos, which contains sub-folders for
GoPro and 360Evo. The video files are named as with respect to
location.

The Vectornav VN-100 sensor measurements are grouped un-
der the vectornav namespace and provide IMU measurements in
the following topic:

Sensor Rate ROS message type
[IMU] 200Hz [sensor_msgs/Imu]

Rplidar A2 and S1 messages are grouped under the related A2
and S1 namespaces and provide measurements in topic:

Sensor Rate ROS message type
[A2/scan] 10Hz [sensor_msgs/LaserScan]
[S1/scan] 10Hz [sensor_msgs/LaserScan]

Velodyne Puck Lite provides 3D scan data in a point cloud
format and 2D scan data in a laser scan format in the following
topics:

Sensor Rate ROS message type
[velodyne_points] 10Hz [sensor_msgs/

PointCloud2]
[scan] 10Hz [sensor_msgs/

LaserScan]

FLIR Boson 640 messages are grouped under the flir_boson
namespace and provide thermal measurements in topic:

Sensor Rate ROS message type
[flir_boson/

image_raw] 30Hz [sensor_msgs/Image]

Intel RealSenses sensor messages from T265 and D455 are
grouped under the T265 and D455 namespaces and provide mea-
surements in the following topics

http://wiki.ros.org/rostopic
http://wiki.ros.org/Topics
http://wiki.ros.org/Clock
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T265]
ensor Rate ROS message type
accel/
sample] 63Hz [sensor_msgs/Imu]

gyro/
sample] 200Hz [sensor_msgs/Imu]

fisheye1/
image_raw] 30Hz [sensor_msgs/Image]

fisheye2/
image_raw] 30Hz [sensor_msgs/Image]

D455]
ensor Rate ROS message type
color/
image_raw] 7Hz [sensor_msgs/Image]

depth/
mage_rect_raw] 52Hz [sensor_msgs/Image]
infra1/
mage_rect_raw] 30Hz [sensor_msgs/Image]
aligned_depth_to_color/
image_raw] 7Hz [sensor_msgs/Image]

Prophesse messages are grouped under the prophesee names-
pace and provide measurements in topic

Sensor Rate ROS message type
[camera/ [prophesee_event_msgs/
cd_events_buffer] 1600Hz EventArray]

To access the event camera data the correspondent ROS pack-
age11 has to be installed.

UWB messages are grouped under the dwm1001 namespace
nd provide measurements from UWB tag and anchors in the
ollowing topics

tag]
ensor Rate ROS message type
tag/position] 10Hz [geometry_msgs/

PoseStamped]
tag/to/anchor/AN0/

distance] 10Hz [std_msgs/Float64]
tag/to/anchor/AN1/

distance] 10Hz [std_msgs/Float64]
tag/to/anchor/AN2/

distance] 10Hz [std_msgs/Float64]
tag/to/anchor/AN3/

distance] 10Hz [std_msgs/Float64]

For previewing the tunnel environment, RGB video feeds from
opro Hero7 and Insta 360Evo cameras are provided with the
ollowing specifications

ensor Resolution Rate Format
Hero7] [1920 x 1440] 29.97 FPS [MPEG-4]
360Evo] [5760 x 2880] 29.97 FPS [MPEG-4]

.3. Data usage

The dataset can be downloaded from Dataset. It was recorded
n Ubuntu 18.04 LTS with ROS Melodic. To access and analyse
ensor data in the bag files, ROS has a built-in set of tools called
osbag,12 which provides a set of commands for easy data access.
dditionally, for the cases when it is required to have processing

11 https://github.com/prophesee-ai/prophesee_ros_wrapper
12 http://wiki.ros.org/rosbag
7

time synchronized with sensor data timestamps, as they were
recorded, a clock server topic /clock should be used. In order
to enable time synchronization it is required to set the parameter
/use_sim_time = true and to play a bag file using the --clock
option. The data can be accessed both from individual bag files as
rosbag play sensor_set_id_timestamp.bag and from mul-
tiple bag files as rosbag play sensor_set_id_timestamp*.
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